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Describe the significance of the item(s):
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Deadline for submissions is 5 pm on Monday April 16, 2012. Submissions accepted at the Chandler Museum (178

E. Commonwealth Avenue) and at the McCullough-Price House (300 S. Chandler Village Drive). Submissions should

be considered public documents, and confidential or private information should not be included. Submissions may

be used to promote the Chandler 2062 Time Capsule and other Chandler Centennial activities. After the contents

are opened in2O62, submissions will be used for exhibits and displays.

NOT ALL SUBMISSIONS WILL BE PLACED lN THE TIME CAPSULE. Submissions may not be placed in the time capsule

due to various reasons including, but not limited to: insufficient space in the time capsule, concern about the

sustainability of the item for the time capsule, and content not consistent with the objectives of the time capsule

project. Sqbmissions will be reviewed by the Chandler Centennial Time Capsule committee.

hereby irrevocably and unconditionally give, transfer and assign to
the City of Chandler all right, tiflle and interests in, to and associated with the item(s) described below. I affirm that
I own said item(s) and that to the best of my knowledge I have such right, title, and interests to give and that said

item(s) were collected or acquired in accordance with applicable laws.


